Rugby League star tackles MS head on

DONATE

THANKSGIVING

The clinic that took on HIV when
others wouldn’t

The first person with MS to play
international-level rugby league

The HIV program at St. Michael’s Health Centre at
410 delivers world-leading expertise and
compassionate family care.

James Gwatkin has one goal in mind: to quash the
stigma associated with Canada’s disease.

READ MORE >>

READ MORE >>

ALL-STARS

St. Michael’s summer students rake in awards for innovative research
One project uses data analysis to classify brain tumours, opening the door for new treatments.

READ MORE >>

DONOR SPOTLIGHT

Pink with a purpose

New cosmetics company to support war on kidney
scarring, the cause of nearly half of all deaths in the
developed world.

“I like to give back”

Elizabeth Broden’s many positive experiences with
St. Michael’s have led to a meaningful long-term
relationship.

READ MORE >>

READ MORE >>

YOUR HEALTH

Two St. Mike’s doctors aim to revolutionize medicine for urological
cancers
Former Angels Den award winners introduce the first blood test to predict the aggressiveness of prostate
cancer.

READ MORE >>

ICYMI

Five things I wish I’d known as a woman entering academic medicine
Understanding the intangible realities of academic work culture.

READ MORE >>

EVENTS

THE DODGER
Don't miss Toronto's premier charity dodgeball tournament. Donate $20 or more and join 500 party-goers on
Sept. 18 as they dip, dance and dodge all while raising funds for Scar Wars.

SIGN-UP >>

NO CHANGE IN THE WEATHER

Spin with St. Michael's

Play produced by visionary donors Walter and
Maria Schroeder makes Toronto debut. A portion of
proceeds support St. Michael’s Hospital.

St. Mike's trauma docs have arrived in Geneva. They
will be covering 850 KM over seven days to fundraise
for trauma survivors. Support their ride by joining our
spin class or donate now.

GET TICKETS >>

SUPPORT >>
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